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A Comparison of Direct Colorimetry of Titanium Pig
ments With Their Indirect Colorimetry Based on 
Spectrophotometry and a Standard Observer 

By Deane B. Judd 

Recent work by Jacobsen in the colorimetry of titanium pigments has indi cated that the 
101 standard observer weights too lightly the spectral region below 430 mi ll imicrons to 
accord with visual perception by average observers. This paper presents a repetition of this 
work for a single pair of t itanium-pigmen t paints whose difference was measured by spectro
photometri c means and t hen by seven observers by means of a visual colorimeter . Four of 
t he se ven observers corroborated Jacobsen's conclusion ; three checked closely t he standard 
obser ver. A modified standard observer based upon t he spectral luminosity de terminations 

of Gibson and Tyndall and Wald has been derived and is shown to account closcly for the 
settings of the gro up of four observers that disagreed \\' it h t he standard observer. 

I. Introduction 

It has recently been reported by Jacobsen [1]1 
that tlie 101 standard observer [2] apparently 
does not weight the far blue region of the spectrum 
in accordance with visual perception. This re
port is based upon an attempt to apply the 
spectrophotometer to the colorimetry of certain 
of the well-known near-white anatase and rutile 
titanium dioxide pigments when incorporated in 
a paint vehicle. The 101 (x,y) -clu'omatieity 
coordinates of these two paints were found to be 
essentially identical, although the spectrophoto
metric curves show marked differences in the 
spectral r egion below 430 mJ.!, and the paints 
exhibited visual color differences. It is suggested by 
Jacobsen that the 101 standard observer weights 
too lightly the spectral region below 430 mJ.!. 

This suggestion agrees with two previous re
ports. It was pointcd out by Judd [3] that an 
empirical formulation for chromaticity sensibility 
(the uniform-cill'omaticity-scale triangle) broke 
down badly for two observers unless the standard 
luminosity function be replaced for these observers 
(Priest, Brickwedde) by the Gibson-Tyndall 
experimental mean [4] between 400 and 440 mJ.!. 
This experimental mean is higher than the 101 

I Figures in bracket~ illdicate the literature referen ces at t he end of this 
paper. 
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standard luminosity function by factors of l.9 
and 2.8 at 440 and 430 mil, respectively, and the 
extrapolated values are increasingly h igher toward 
400 mil at which wavelength the ratio is more 
than 10. It was reported later by Wald [5] that 
the r eciprocals of the absolute foveal till'esholds, 
although agreeing fairly well in other parts of the 
spectrum, depart widely in the short-wave end 
of the spectrum from the 101 luminosity function. 
He states, "At 436 mil they reveal an average 
sensitivity of about 2.4 times, and at 405 mil 
about 9 times as high as the 101 factors indicate."* 

Table 1 gives the relative spectral luminosities 
read from the curve published by Wald and 
compares them with the Gibson-Tyndall experi
mental mean and with the standard luminosi ty 
function. 

It may be seen from this table that the indirect 
evidence by Judd and the direct determinations 
by Wald (both referring to fields of 2° or less) 
combine to indicate that the Gibson-Tyndall ex
perimental mean was given too little weight in 
adopting values for the standard luminosity 
function [6]. Thus these two reports are in qual
itative agreement with Jacobsen's more recent 
suggestion. 

*A recent paper by Weaver (1. Opt. Soc, Am. 39, 278; 1949) likewise 
reports spectral luminosit ies considerably higher, between 400 and 450 m!" 
than the standard luminosity fnnction . 
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TABLE 1. Relative spectral luminosity 

Wave· I l T d I Gibson· 
_leng~ ~~ _ -=-_al_ ~~~~ 

7n)' 

370 0.00005 
380 0.0000 . 0004 
390 .0001 .0014 
400 . 0004 . 004 • 0.005 
410 . 0012 .009 a. 012 
420 .0040 . 018 a. 022 
430 . 0116 .032 . 033 
440 . 023 . 045 . 043 
450 .038 .050 .051 

• Extrapolated by G ibsDn and Tyndall. 

It is the purpose of this paper to determine 
whether Jacobsen's conclusion is in quantitative, 
as well as qualitative, agreement with Wald's, and 
to report on the results of a repetition, by some
what more refined methods, of Jacobsen's study of 
titanium-pigment paints. 

II. Colorimetric and Spectrophotometric 
Study of Two Samples of Titanium
Pigment Paints 

L Preparation of Specimens 

The samples of rutile and anatase forms of 
titanium dioxide pigment 2 were rubbed up with 
linseed oil in accord with standard procedures.3 

The resulting pastes were used to fill a cylindrical 
cavity, I mm deep, in aluminum holders, and 
were placed in optical contact with clear cover 
glasses cut from nearby parts of the same sheet. 

2 . Spectrophotometric Measurements 

The spectral reflectances of these two specimens 
relative to freshly prepared magnesium oxide were 
measured between 400 and 750 mIL on an auto
matic recording spectrophotometer,4 the specu
lady reflected energy from the covel' glass being 
eliminated from measurement by insertion of a 
black velvet plug in the porthole of the sphere 
corresponding to the direction of mirror refl ection. 
Corrections for zero, 100-percent, and wavelength
scale errors were applied [7]. Spectral directional 
(45°0°) reflectances relative to magnesium oxide 

, Supplied from the .Research Laboratory, Titaninm Division , National 
Lead Company, by Jacobsen. 

3 Under the d irection of E. F. Hickson of this Bureau. 
• Measurements made by H. J. Keegan of this Bnreau. 
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were also measured for similar specimens prepared 
from the same pastes on the Beckman spectro
photometer [8) over the wavelength range 350 to 
400 m,u.5 These reflectances were multiplied by a 
constant (nearly equal to one) so that the product 
agreed with the spectral reflectances found on the 
recording spectrophotometer at 400 mIL , and the 
corresponding products were adopted for the 
spectral range 350 to 400 mIL. Table 2 and 
figure I give the results of these measmcmcnts. 
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FIGURE 1. S pectral refl ectance of pastes made by rubbing up 
in linseed oil two forms of titanilbm dioxide pigment. 

e, Anatasc+cover glass; 0 , rntile+cover glass. 
Both pastes were in contact with idential cover glasses during measure· 

ment. Note that the rutile form yields mnch lower spectral reflectance in 
t he neigh borhood of 400 m)'. 

Figure I shows that our measurements duplicate I 

the essential features of the spectrophotometric ! 

curves published by Jacobsen, but differ in two 
respects ; first, the curve for rutile is everywhere 
lower than that for anatase, particularly in the 
long-wave end; second, both curves decline slightly 
toward the long-wave end. The first difference 
suggests that the standard procedure of rubbing 
up the pigment in linseed oil with a glass muller 
has darkened the rutile paste more th an the pro
cedures used by Jacobsen. The second difference 
is ascribable to the cover glasses. Because of 
multiple reflections between the pigment-oil paste , 
and the under side of the front face of the cover 
glass, any slight absorption of energy by the cover 
glass increasing with wavelength may produce an 
appreciable effect. 

• Measurements made by M arion A. Belknap of this Burea u. 
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T AB I,E 2. Spectral directional reflectances of rutile and 
anatase ti taniwn dioxide pigments in oil behind a cover 
glass. 

I 
Spectral directional 

refl ectance 
Wavelength ______ -, ____ _ 

Rutile A nat-ase 

mil 
350 · 0.033 0. 049 
360 .045 . I II 

370 .063 .262 
380 . 101 . 444 
390 . 191 . 586 

400 .371 .676 
410 .591 . 714 
420 .694 .726 
430 . il7 .735 
440 .724 . 742 

450 . 730 .751 

460 . 736 . 758 
470 .739 .765 
480 . 74 I . 769 
490 . 743 .773 

500 .744 . 776 
510 . 74 5 . 780 
520 . 746 .783 
530 . 748 .786 
540 . 749 .789 

550 . 750 .792 
560 . 751 . 794 
570 . 750 .794 
5S0 . 74S . 794 
590 . 747 .793 

600 . 746 . 792 
610 .746 .792 
620 . 744 .79 1 
ti.3) . 742 . 790 
640 . 740 . 788 

650 . 739 . 788 
600 . 73S .788 
670 . 733 .788 
680 . 737 .788 
690 . 737 . 789 

700 .735 . 788 
710 . 736 .788 
720 . 735 . 788 
730 . 734 . 788 
740 .734 .788 

750 .734 . 789 

3. Colorimetric Measurements 

The same specimrns (pigment-oi l behind cover 
glass) that were measured on the recording spectro
photometer were compared on a chromaticity
difl'erence colorimete r [9) on the sn,me ancl follow
ing day by seven observer. The luminator used 
consists of an incandescent-fi lament projection 
lamp combined with Cornillg dayli te glass of such 
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thickness as to produce closely a correlated color 
temperature of 6,800° K . The relative energy 
distribu tion of this source is given in the Report 
of the OSA Committee on Colorimetry (10). The 
observing field has a double trapezoid pattern 
and sub tends 13° vertically and 9° horizontally at 
the eye of the observer. The difference in the 
settings of the wedges of the colorimeter, corre
sponding for each observer to the chromaticity 
differences between the rutile and anatase speci
men, were converted to differences in the chro
maticity coordinates (x,y) of the rCI system by 
calibration graphs based on the lumina tor used 
(Macbeth 6,800° K ) . These (x,y) -differences 
(rutile minus anatase) have been applied to the 
(x,y) -chromaticity coordinates of the anatase 
computed in the usual way from the rcr standard 
observer, thus yielding experimental determina
tions for the chromaticity coordinates (x,y) of the 
rutile specimen. Figure 2 compares these results 
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FIGURE 2. Chromaticity of specimens oJ titanium pigment 
in oil under cover glass . 

Observer: l C I Sta::td".r rl; luminator; Macbeth 6,800' K ; 0 . , comput cJ 
from spectral reflectance via l Ol observer; .0 obscrvcJ relative LO anatase . 

Note that three cf the observers (THP, DBJ , LEB ) find the chromaticity 
difference between the anatase and rutile forms to be closely in accord witb 
that computed by ",cans of the l C l stanclarJ observer ; but the other four 
observers (M AB, HKH, HJK, KLR ) cia not. 

with the chromaticity coordinates found for the 
rutile specimen from its spectral reflectance by the 
usual computation based on the rcr standard 
observer. On this extended sca.le the chromaticity 
of the lum inator (x= 0.3082, y= O.3228) would be 
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represented rather far off the graph, the specimens 
being yellowish whites. 

It will be noted immediately from figure 2 that 
there is a considerable individual observer differ
ence in this determination. The chief differences 
lie along the straight line passing through the 
short-wave portion of the spectrum. This differ
ence is to be expected among observers having 
varying amounts of (yellowish) ocular pigmenta
tion. it may be noted also that the observers 
divide into two groups. This division into two 
groups was unexpected , and may be statistically 
nonsignificant because of the small number of 
observers. One group of three observers, how
ever, yields a fairly good check of the result com
puted by the leI standard observer, the maximum 
discrepancy being a y-difference of 0.0005, only 
slightly higher than the estimated uncertainty 
(0.0003) of the determination of the difference on 
the chroma t ici ty -difference colorimeter. The 
other group of four observers yields a very poor 
check, the maximum discrepancy being a y-differ
ence of 0.0023 , which is seven or eight t imes the 
uncertainty of the determination of the difference. 
It is assumed that the observers used to obtain 
Jacobsen's result of nonadaptability of the leI 
standard observer would correspond to this group . 
The result of this check, therefore, is a qualified 
corroboration of Jacobsen's finding. Our average 
experimental result deviates from the result com
puted from the leI observer by indicating a higher 
short-w8cve sensitivity than that of the leI ob
server, and no one of our observers made a setting 
corresponding to a lower sensitivity. But some of 
our observers checked the r esult of the leI 
standard observer to a degree that would be con
sidered satisfactory even to the color graders of 
commercial materials. 

III. Modification of the leI Standard 
Observer 

There remains yet to discover whether the 
experimental result of vYald based on 22 observers 
of the average age of 20, which agrees qualitatively 
with Jacobsen 's finding, also agrees quantitatively. 
The qualitative check suggests that the standard 
luminosity function is nonrepresentative in the 
sense that it corresponds to an observer having 
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too heavy an ocular pigmentation (yellowish) to 
correspond to the average. It is proposed , there
fore, to derive the tristimulus values of the spec
trum for an observer differing from the leI 
standard by having such ocular pigmentation as 
would change his luminosity function from the 
standard so as to agree with the Wald-Gibson
Tyndall experimental average (see table 1). 
These distribution functions are then to be applied 
to the spectral reflectances of table 2, in place of 
the distribution functions of the standard observer, 
to see whether they will r esult in a check of the 
second group of observers in the same way as the 
standard observer has checked the first group. 

If y' be the modified luminosity function, this 
check could be obtained by computing modified 
x- and z-functions defined as: 

x'= y' (x/y), and z'= y' (z/y), (1) 

where x= x/(x + y+ z) , y=y/(x + y+ z), and z= 
z/(x + y+ z) . 

The chromaticity diagram generated by this 
(x' , y', z' )-system, however, would differ grossly 
from the (x,y) -chromaticity diagram, the equi
energy point, for example, ·being displaced far 
from the center of the Maxwell triangle. This 
gross difference would make difficult the inter
pretation of any computed results . It has seemed 
worthwhile, therefore, to define the modified dis
tribution functions (xg, Yg, Zg) by a further linear, 
homogeneous transformation so as to make the 
functions and the chromaticity diagram as similar 
as possible to the leI functions and diagram. 
Define, then: 

(2) 

where kl to k9 are constants independent of wave
length satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) yg shall b e as closely like Y as possible. 
There is no reason why yg should depart from y 
at all except in the spectral range 460 m,u and below. 
Set, therefore, k4 = k6= 0 and k5= 1. This makes 
Yg = y'· 

(b) Zg shall be as closely like Z as possible. This 
condition is met by setting k7= ks= 0, making 
zg= k9z'. 
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(c) Xg shall be as closely like x as possible. 
This condition is closely met by setting the 
chromaticity coordinate xg= xg/ (xg + Yg +Zg)= 
0.0070 at 500 mJ.l , that is, by making the modified 
x-function be nearly zero at 500 mJ.l like the 
original x-function, but still large enough to 
prevent the modified x-function from being any
where less than zero . 

(d) The equienergy point on the modified 
system shall be at xg= Yg=zg = 1/3, like that of 
the modified system. 

(e) The Xg and yg functions shall have the same 
long-wave crossing point (about 578.1 mJ.l) as the 
x and y functions. 

The constants, kJ to kg, meeting these require
ments h ave been found by solution of simul
taneous equation s, and we may ,vrite the defi
ni tions of Xg, yg from eq1 and 2 as follows: 

xg= 0.9310 :9' (x/y ) + 0.0688 y' - 0.0866 y' (Z/Y)} 
yg=+ 1.0000 1/ ' (3) 
Zg= + 0.5273 y' (z/y) 

which is in terms simply of the revised luminosity 
fun ction, y', a~ld the clu-omaticity coordinates 
(x, y) of the I CI system. 

Table 3 gives the tristimulus value of the spec
trum (xg, Yg, Zg) computed from eq 3 and also the 
chromaticity coordinates (xg , yg) . I t shows, of 
coW"se, t he revised values of the lwninosity func
tion (yg) on wbich the other two distribution 
functions are based. Comparison with table 1 
will show tha t the revised luminosity function 
agrees well both with th e Gibson-Tyndall and 
with the Wald experimental mean for the spectral 
region of 450 mM and below. For 470 mM and 
above it is identical with the standard luminosity 
function. FigW"e 3 compares the modified distri
bution functions with the standard functions, and 
figure 4 compares the spectrum locus of the modi
fied chromaticity diagram with that of the stand
ard (x,y)-diagram. The equienergy points of the 
two diagrams are, of coW"se, coincidental, and it . 
may be seen tha t, as intended, Xg= 0.007 for 500 
mJ.l , and the two loci also coincide at the long-wave 
crossing point of x and y . Elsewhere there is con
siderable change in the spacing of the spectrum 
chromaticities, and Macbeth 6,800° Ie has been 
shifted from x= 0.3082, y = 0.3228 to xg= 0.3113 , 
yg= O. 3276 . These changes are caused by the 
temporary adoption of the revised luminosity 
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function. FigW"e 3 shows that the COlllpal'a
tively minor change in this function (differ
ence between yg and :9) has generated a consider
ably larger change in the x-function and a rather 
drastic change in the z-function, making it, of 
course, considerably higher in the spectral reg ion 
430 illJ.l and below as suggested by J acobsen. 

T ABLE 3. Tristimulus val1ws and chTomatici ty coordinates 
of the spectTum in the modified I cr system 

' ''ave-
lengtb 

Tristimulus values Chromaticity coordinates 
-----------------

x, y, z, x, y, z, 
--- ----- ----- - ---------- ----

m" 
360 O.OOOl 0.000005 0. 0004 -._- --.- .- -. 
370 . 0009 . 00005 .0042 . _.- --- - -- --
380 . 0072 .0004 .0346 ---- --.- ----
390 . 0261 . 0014 .1237 ---- ---- --.-

400 .0754 . 0040 .36H 0. 171 0. 009 0.820 
4JO . 1870 . 0100 . 9036 . l70 . 009 .82 l 
420 .3474 . 0200 1. 7028 . 168 . 010 22 
430 . 4003 . 0320 2. 0154 . 164 .013 .823 
440 .3250 . 0430 1. 7154 . ]56 .021 .823 

450 .2175 . 0510 1.2545 . 143 .034 . 824 
460 . 1<178 . 0680 0.9975 . 122 .056 .822 
470 . 0766 . 09 10 . 6789 .090 . 108 .802 
430 .0282 . 1390 . 4287 .047 . 233 .719 
490 . 0038 .2030 .2453 . OOS .455 .537 

500 . 0032 .3230 .1434 .007 .688 .305 
510 . U296 .5030 .0834 .048 .817 . 135 
520 .1009 .7100 . 04J2 . l18 .833 . 048 
530 .2097 .8620 . 0223 . 192 . 788 . 020 
540 .3342 . 9540 .0107 . 257 .734 . 008 

550 .4711 .9950 . 0046 .320 . 676 .003 
560 .6216 . 9950 . 002l .384 . 615 .001 
570 .7748 . 9520 . OOH .448 .551 .001 
580 . 9J28 . 8700 . 0009 . 512 . 488 .000 
590 1. 0075 . 7570 .0006 .571 . 429 .000 

600 1. 0322 .63 10 - 0 ___ .621 . 379 . 000 
610 0. 9681 .5030 --.- . .658 .342 . 000 
620 .8217 . 38W -. --- .683 .317 .000 
630 .6163 . 2650 --. -- .699 .301 .000 
640 .4290 . 1750 -- . -- .710 . 290 .000 

650 .2713 . 1070 --- -- . 717 . 283 . 000 
660 .1577 . 0610 --- -- ---- --- - _0- _ 
670 . 0836 . 0320 -- --. -- -- -0- _ --.-
680 . 0448 . 0170 -.-- . -- -- --. - ----
690 . 0217 .0082 ----- -- -- ---- ----

700 .0109 . 0041 --- -- _. -- ---- ----
710 . 0055 .0021 ---- - .- -- --- - ----
720 . 0028 .00105 --- -- -- -- -- -- --- -
730 . 0013 .00052 --- -- 0- __ __ ow ----
740 .0007 . 00025 ----- -- -- ---- . -- -

750 .0003 .00Il12 -0- __ -- -- --. - --- -
760 . 0002 . 00006 ----- -- -- ---. ----
770 . 0001 . 00003 --- -- -- -- - -- - ----
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of the tristimulus valttes oj the 
spectl'um according to the I CI standard observer (so lid 
lines) with those (dotted lines) according to an observer 
modified to agree with the Wald-Gibson-Tyndall data on 
spectml luminosity below 470 mp.. 

Note that the small changes introduced into the spectral luminosity (ii) 
function near the short-wave extreme require changes to be made in the other 
(i and z) functions tbat are relatively large; for example, the peak of tbe ,. 
function is shifted by about 15 mIL in the short· wave direction. 

IV. Check of Modified Distribution Func
tions Against Experimental Results on 
Anatase and Rutile 

The first check of the modified distribution func
tions is to apply them in the same way as the 
standard distribution functions were applied to 
obtain the comparison given in figure 2. The 
wedges of the chromaticity-difference colorimeter 
were recalibrated by means of the modified func
tions, the experimental l'esults recomputed on that 
basis, and the clu'omaticity coordinates of the 
specimens (pigment in oil plus cover glass) recom
puted in the (Xg, Yg , Zg) system. Figure 5 compares 
the computed chromaticity of the rutile specimen 
with experimental determinations of chromaticity 
of the rutile specimen found relative to the anatase 
specimen as standard. Table 4 gives the chro
maticity coordinates from which figures 2 and 5 
have been plotted. It will be seen that the modified 
d istribution functions do indeed check the results 
by the second group of observers (KLK, HJK, 
MAB and HKH) much as the standard IOI 
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of the spectl'um locus on the (x, y)
chl'omaticity plot of the ICI system with that (dots) on the 
corresponding plot of the modified I CI system. 

The eq uicnergy roint is set at x=y= l j3 in both systems. Note that the 
chromaticity rcgioll near the short-wave extrellle of the spectrum hfls been 
expanded relative to otber regions in t.he modified system. 

observer checks the results by the first group of 
observers (LEB, DBJ, THP). 

The second check of the modified distribution 
functions against the experimental results on 
anatase and rutile was carried out in such a way 
as to avoid even the presumably negligible uncer
tainties of applying the calibration of the wedges 
of the c1u'omaticity-difference colorimeter. It is 
based simply on tho average experimental result. 
This result may be summarized by saying that, if 
the rutile specimen be viewed through thicknesses 
of the yellow and green wedges corresponding to 
90 and 36 wedge units, respectively, then the 
average of the seven observers will find that it has 
the same chromaticity as the anatase specimen 
viewed through thicknesses corresponding to 82 
yellow- and 43 green-wedge units. The spectral 
transmittances of the pairs of wedges of these 
thicknesses have been computed from the known 
spectral transmittances of the yellow \veclge at a 
thickness corresponding to 164 units and those 
of the green wedge at a thickness corresponding to 
98 units [9J. These spectral transmittances have 
been multiplied by the spectral reflectances of tbe 
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FIGURE 5. Chromaticity oj specimens of ti tam'um pigmmts 
in oiL under cover glass. 

Observcr : modified l CI staudard ; lumiuator : Macbcth 6.8000 I~: ° _, 
compu ted from spectral reflectance via mod ified I CI obscr vcr; e, obscrvcd 
relative to anatase. 

Note t hat tbe Sl,cctrophotol1letric rcs ult by t he modified observer agrces 
well with visual observations by the second groLl p of obscrvers (Jvr AB, UKU, 
unc, KJ. K ) m uch iu the same way as the ICI observer agrccd with Lhe first 
group (TllP, DBJ, LJm ). 

t itanium pigment specimens (see table 2) and by 
the r elative spectral distribution of the lumina tor 
(Macbeth, 6,800° Ie) that was used. These triple 
products give the spectral distributions of rad iant 
flux that the seven observers on the average found 
to have identical chromatieities. These two spec
tral distributions of radiant flux, if adjusted by a 
constant factor to correspond to the same lumi
nance, form for the average of these seven ob
servers, therefore, what is known as a metameric 
pail'. They are shown in figme 6 together with 
the spectral distribution of the lumina tor used 
(Macbeth 6,800° Ie). 

If a standard observer truly represented the 
average of the seven observers used in this study, 
use of that standard observer to compute chro
mat icity coordinates for these two spectral d is
tributions should yield identical results. Both the 
standard observer and the modified standard 
observer have been subjected to this test. Figure 
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FIGU RE 6. Spectral distributions of mdiant flux. 

x, M acbetb daylight, color tempcrature 6,8000 K used as source; e, reOected 
from anatasc plus covel' glass, t ransmi tted by thjcknesscs of yellowish and 
grcenish glass, OOY plus 360; 0 , reOected from rutile plus cover glass, trans
mi tted by thicknesses of yellowish and greenish glass, 82Y plus 430. 'rhe 
Jatter two distr ibutions correspond to thc samc chromaticity accordi ng to t he 
average of our seven observers . 

T ABLE 4. ChTomaticity cooTdinatesfor titaniwn pigments in 
oil behind a cover gla ss 

C hromaLicity Chromaticity 
Method of Jto::::t;;1, diO'erence coordinates 

evaluation pigment - --1---
li t IIY x Y 

- ------------ ----- ---- -----

Spectrophotomet- {RUtile ...... 
ric. Anatase .. ... 

Colorimetric: 
LEB .......... Hut ilc ...... 
D13J -------.- .. . .. do ...... 
THP ---- ----- ... do ....... 

KLK ........ .... do ------

J·ln:: .......... ... do ....... 
MAD .. ...... . .... do ...... 
HKJJ -------- .... 00 .....•. 

Colorimetric: 
LEB .......... Ru t ile ....... 
DDL ......... ..... do ....... 
'l'UP ......... . .... . do ..... . . 

KLK .. . ...... .... do ..... . . 
HJK .......... .... . do ....... 
MAB ......... .... . do ....... 
HKH ......... ..... do ....... 

0.002 1 0.0020 

.0019 .00 19 

.00 18 . 00 15 

. 00 19 .001 5 

. 0008 .0003 

. 0007 .000 1 

. 000i -. 0!l03 

. 0004 -.0002 

-----.-

. OC22 . 0024 

. 00 19 . 00 19 

. 0019 . r.ots 

.0008 .0003 

. QOOi .0001 

. 0006 -. 0004 

. 0003 -. 0003 

0.3100 
.3 121 

.3 102 

.3103 

.3 102 

.3 11 3 

.3 11 4 

.3114 

.3 11 7 

-----
.c. 

.3141 

.3144 

.3 144 

.3155 

.3156 

.315i 

.3160 

0.3272 
. 32g2 

. 32i2 

.3277 

.3277 

.3289 

.3291 

.3295 

.3294 

---

0.3367 
.3359 

.3335 

. 3340 

.3341 

. 3356 

. 3358 

.3363 

.3362 
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7 shows the result . It will be seen that bo th fail 
to m eet this test by an x-difference of about 0.00l. 
It will be seen tha t, r elative to our seven observers, 
the standard observer under weights the short
wave extreme of the spectrum, and the modified 
standard observer overweights it by about the 
same amount. It is evident th at a modification 
based on an average between the standard lumi
nosity function and the Gibson-Tyndall-Wald 
experiment al m ean would successfully m eet t his 
test within experimental uncert ainty (an x- or y
differen ce of 0.0003) . 

.35 5 ~~------'-------'-I --------' 

'" >-

.350 

~ .34 5 -

>-

.340 
I e I SYSTEM 

(x , y) 

• 
o 

MODIFIED lei SYSTEM 
(X g, Yg) 

o 

• 

-

,335 L-........ _____ -'-_____ "--____ ~ 

.31 0 .315 .320 .325 
XOR Xg 

F IGUR E 7. Com parison oj the ch1'omaticities computed 
Jrom the spectral distributions of radiant flux shown in 
figure 6. 

Luminator: Macbeth 6,800° K ; . , qnatase (82Y, 430); 0 , rutile (OOY, 
360). 

The rather small size of this average discr ep
ancy (0.001 ) between observed and computed 
chromat icity coordina tes serves t o emphasize the 
concern of t he pigment industry with small color 
differences . This discr epancy is scarcely more 
than twice t he leas t chromaticity difference that 
is perceptible with certainty, yet, since all ob
servers deviate from the standard observer in the 
same direction, it is likely that industrial labora-
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t ories having to in terpret spectrophotometric 
measurements of titanium pigments will set the 
standard observer aside and substitute some other 
more or less arbit rary functions for thi s purpose 
unless st eps are taken t o make a suit able revision 
of the standard observer . 

N ote that the 10 1 (x, y)-diagram fails to indi
ca te the same chromaticities for these two dis
tribut ions, and that the modified (x g , yg)-diagram 
likewise fails, but in the opposite sense by abou t 
the same amount. This shows that an average of 
the 10 1 standard observer with th e modified 
observer would closely account for t he average 
result obtained by the seven observers on the 
chromatici ty -differen ce colorime tel' . 

V. Summary and Conclusions 

1. Jacobsen 's study of the adaptability of the 
101 standard observer to the indirect colorimetry 
of ti tanium dioxide pigments in linseed oil has 
been repea ted for a singl e pair of specimens, one 
ru tile, the o ther ana tase. 

2. The result of this r ep etition is a qu alified 
corroboration of Jacobsen 's conclusion that the 
101 standard observer weights the short-wave 
extreme of the spec trum too lightly . N ot all of 
our observers made settings significan tly contrary 
to the standard observer , however. Three out of 
the seven ob tained resul ts in r easonable agreem en t 
with the I CI standard. 

3. A modified standard observer based upon the 
spectral luminosi ty determinations of Gibson and 
Tyndall and of Wald has been derived . This 
modification is shown to account for the settings 
of the second group (four ou t of seven) much as 
the 101 standard accounts for those of the first 
group . I t is presumed tha t the settings of Jacob
sen 's observers would likewise be accounted for 
by the modified standard observer . 

4. It is suspected tha t if the ICI standard 
observer is to be maintained in i ts presen t sta tus 
of general acceptabili ty for commercial colorim
etry, i t may have to b e modified so as to weigh t 
morc heavily th e shor t-wave ex tr eme of the 
spectrum. 

5. Further data relating to th e luminosity of the 
spectrum in the wavelength region below 430mJ.L 
should be ga ther ed to form an adequate basis for 
this modifica tion. 
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